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Plane crashes near campus
J.J. Jenkins
JJJE N K IN S .M D ^ M A IL .C O M

A single-engine Aeronca vinuge
plane crashed on private property
neighboring the Cal Poly campus
Thursday m orning around 10 a.m.
O ne person died.
Both passengers were im m edi
ately taken to a nearby hospital.
The pilot JefF Welles, was re
leased later that night. The other
passenger, O bbie Atkinson, died at
Sierra Vista Regional Medical C en
ter Friday night, according to a San
Luis O bispo Tribune article.
“Both were badly injured,” said
the batallion chief for CAL FIRE,
T im othy Harness.
The first emergency call came in
at 9 :5 5 .a.m. and authorities were
on the scene almost immediately
according to Es Berliner, an infor
m ation officer for CAL FIRE.
The plane came to rest upsidedown in a low -running creek bed
on the north side o f the railroad
tracks. Harness said he had been
concerned about a slight leak from
the fuel.
“There is a slight leak we found
when we got here that was dripping
out o f one o f the fuel caps," H ar
ness said. “We were able to stop
that with a putty. We stopped the
leak, there is no fuel that got into
the creek."

Jeremy West, an aerospace en
gineering senior, was in a differ
ent airplane on his way back from
a training flight for his aerospace
409-Flight Test class. West, along
with professor Kurt Colvin, over
heard a call from the distressed
pilot to the control tower.
West said the pilot radioed the
tower to say his engine was out
and he was searching for a field
so the plane could land safely.
The tower then asked Colvin if
he could sec the plane, which he
could, and the pair began follow
ing the progress o f the plane.
West said the pilot sounded se
rious and was clear that he could
not make it back to the airport.
“There wasn’t a lot of banter
back and forth, but it sounded
like he expected to land some
where,” West said. “It sounded
like he was prepared for it."
West said that without power
the pilot could not generate any
lift and was basically in control
o f a glider at that point. Ih c
plane was gliding north (toward
Cal Poly from Bishop Peak) and
crossed Highway 1, when West
noticed the plane appeared to be
turning towards the intramural
fields.
“H e was banking right tc» go
_jr- .

4;.

see Crash, page 3
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The Irish Hills shopping center project is expected to bring $500,000 to $600,000 to San laiis Obispo, but some worry
big businesses like Target will take income away from the city's smaller establishments.

M ixed opinions targeted at
incom ing shopping center
Alicia .Freeman
AU<:iAFREEMAN.MO^GMAIL.C.OM
— •
tS'.

The construction of a Target, slat
ed to open July 2011, has caused
both excitement and concerns
with the idea o f a new, large chain
store entering San Luis Obispo.
O n Jan. 27 the San Luis Obispo
Chamber o f Com 
merce hosted a tour
of the Perfiimo
Creek Commons
shopping
center
site, located on lx»s
Osiis Valley Road
(LOVR) across the
street from the Irish
Hills shopping cen
ter, which includes
stores such as Cost
co, Old Navy and
Home Depot.
m» ■
The new shop
ping center may also include an
Olive Garden and Mac Super
store, among others. At the meet
ing, the Chamber o f Commerce
projected that 200 jobs would be
created by Target and another 100
would be created by the other new
stores.
The deal for the new Target,
which will be 140,000 square
feet, was secured in Aug. 2010 by
Lee & Associates, a local real es
tate firm, on behalf o f Irish Hills

Plaza East, LLC, according to a Lee
& Associates press release. The site of
the futqre Target is approximately 10
acres, and the whole shopping center
is slate4 to cost $32 million.
Matt Ingwerson, a 23 year-old San
Luis Obispo local, said he was excited
for the impending Target.
“1 love Target,” Ingwerson said.

said those bringing up the issue o f
traffic arc just adverse to new things.
“There’s a lot of old people in San
Luis Obispo who don’t like change,”
Steinke said. “W ith the giant, mas
sive shopping center, there’s already a
bunch o f traffic over there.”
However, with .several local busi
nesses closing down last year, includ
ing the Comer
Virw Restaurant,
Brittany Costas, a
PetSmart employ
ee, .said she thought
it would affect local
businesses because
they would not be
able to compete
with Target.
^
“It would be
nice not to have
to go to (ArI ""I
royo Grande) for
Walmart,” Costas
said. “But it might detract from local
businesses, definitely.”
But not everyone agrees with
Costas.
Wendy Moore, the owner o f a
local bakery and deli. Breads and
Moore, said she doesn’t see Target as
a threat.
“I think the businesses that are go
ing to be affected most arc K-Mart
and Walmart in (Arroyo Grande),"

C^yejo n ’t need more people
^ shdppmg at a huge store
causing traffic in our.c
town.

J.J. JENKINS MUSTANG DAILY
"I was shocked when I first saw it,” said aerospace engineering senior Jeremy
West who witnessed the plane crash from another airplane.

— ShantiWild
San Luis Obispo resident

“I’m all for it.”
Ingwerson also said he thought it
would be a beneficial addition to the
struggling economy.
The San Luis Obispo Chamber
o f Commerce projects the shop
ping center will bring $500,000 to
$600,000 into the local economy.
Even with the additional money
for the economy, not all residents are
happy. But Dennis Steinke, a Cuesta
College student, said Target was a
better alternative to Walmart. He

see Target, page 3
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Cal Poly professor panel talks Egypt, riots and religion
Hannah Croft
HANNAHCROFT. M D ^CM A IL.CO M

W ith recent riots and the dawn of a
revolution in Egypt, a panel o f pro
fessors from the religious studies, po
litical science and history depanments
spoke about the future of Egypt last
Thursday. Professors Stephen LloydMofFett, Matthew Hopper, Anika
Leithner and Manzar Faroohar ad
dressed the current situation in Egypt
as well as the future of the nation.
Uoyd-Moffett said Egypt is expe
riencing a different kind of revolu
tion, and he called for the panel to
help students make sense of what was
going on.
Egyptians recently broke out in
protest of their government, asking
for free speech and free elections,
sp>eaking out against police brutal
ity and economic issues such as high
unemployment and low minimum
wage. An estimated 300 people have
died and more than 3,000 have been
injured, according to BBC news.
Hopper said protests were remi
niscent of Egypt after World War I,

when Egyptians received a taste of in
dependence and sought freedom.
“Before World War I, Europeans
colonized Egypt, and afterward, the
Egyptian citizens wanted out," Hop
per said. “World War I gave them a
taste o f freedom that they weren’t
about to let go of.”
Hopper also said in 1971, a con
stitution was adopted for the Arab
Republic o f Egypt and violent pro
testers were shot down by Anwar Sa
dat’s regime.
“Today’s revolution is reminiscent
of all this, but at the same time drasti
cally different,” Hopper said. “Never
before have we seen a revolution with
social networking, where the Internet
has played such an integral role.”
Egyptian government shut down
Internet services in Cairo and nation
wide Jan. 28 in hopes of preventing
news from breaking and spreading,
but devices like iPhones kept protests
in circulation, until Internet was re
stored on Feb. 2.
Another major difference, Faroo
har said, is who is protesting. The
movement is initially stereotyped as a

t

ptian government has
1 base that \vil] support
it right now.
— Manzar Faroohar
History profissor

Muslim extremist movement, but Fa
roohar said this is not the case.
“This issue is not a Muslim issue,
it’s not a Christian issue — it’s an
Egyptian issue,” Faroohar said. “The
E ^p tian government has no social
base that will support it right now.”
Lloyd-Moffett said the Muslim
Brotherhood has received a negative
reputation for its anti-western senti
ments. It was the Muslim Brother
hood that was behind the assassina
tion o f Sadat in 1981 and has since
been banned from running for office
in elections in Egypt. However, the
Muslim Brotherhood still manages
to receive 25 to 30 percent of votes
in elections as write-in candidates.
This group plays a pivotal role in the
current riots, but the reasoning for
protests are not solely in the interests
of Muslims.
“'Ifiere are people in the streets
yelling ‘We are Muslim! We are
Christian! We are all Egyptian!’”
Lloyd-Moffett said. “Tfiis isn’t about
religion, this is about Egypt.”
History sophomore Wyatt Oroke
said the segment about the Muslim
Brotherhood was the most interest
ing, and it helped him better under
stand what was really happening in
Egypt.
“It was especially interesting to
learn that this isn’t an extremist
movement,” he said. “It helped me
figure out what (Flgyptians) are really
looking for.”
The panel also discussed the influ
ence of the West on Egyptian turmoil.
Leithner said she felt very strongly
that Egypt needed to solve the issue

s d^ he as it sounds, we are
n ^ l^ g history. We can see
what’s happening thei
they can see us tooj.'t'
— Stephen Uoyd-Moffett
Religious studies professor

independently.
“One thing Egypt doesn’t want is
for the West to get involved,” she said.
“Ih e more we push, the less likely we
are to get what we want out of them."
'fhe best thing the U.S. and Eu
rope can do is let Egypt make its own
decisions, Leithner said.
By becoming too involved in the
revolution, Faroohar said the Western
world would force an identity upon it.
At this rate, she said she sees the revo
lution taking a moderate route. The
movement has yet to take on a real
identity, and for now, she said, we can
only call it an Egyptian movement.
All three professors agreed and said
the military stance will play a drastic
role in how the revolution plays out.
“I’m an optimist, but I see this be
ing successfrJ,” Leithner said. “I see
some of the military already siding
with the revolution.”
Hopper said the only way for the
Egyptian people to win is for the
military to take their side. If not, the
movement will take a violent, drastic
route rather than the moderate out
come Faroohar said she hopes for.
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As Lloyd-Moffett closed the panel,
he said the immediacy at which peo
ple receive this information is really
important.
“As cliché as it sounds, we are wit
nessing history,” he said. “We can see
what’s happening there, and they can
see us too.”
History sophomore Andrew Pagan
said he left the panel wanting more
information.
“It could have gone for at least an
other hour,” he said. “But I was really
impressed by what all the professors
had to say, and how they related it all
back to their field of study.”
Students said they were impressed
with the quality of the panel despite
the small amount of time allowed.
“I definitely learned a lot,” Oroke
said. “I had a very broad idea o f the
subject before, but now I feel very in
formed.”
Lloyd-Moffett said he hopes to
continue panels like this one and
make them a regular thing.
“It’s great to see everyone out here,
and I think it was really helpful for a
lot o f students,” he said.
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Target
continuedfrom page I

Moore said. “I don’t really see it af
fecting many small businesses.”
There are also concerns over in
creased traffic on LOVR with the in
troduction of the new shopping center.
Shanti Wild said she is a lifelong
local and the increase o f people shop
ping at Target would cause traffic and
take away from San Luis Obispo’s
small-town feel.
“We don’t need more people
shopping at a huge store causing traf
fic in our charming town,” Wild said.
But the small-town feel of San
Luis Obispo isn’t the only concern
residents have. John Leone, a business
administation junior and resident in
the LOVR area, said the traffic would
undoubtedly increase with the Target
so close to Costco, allowing people to
“shop (both) in the same trip.”
“The section of LOVR from
Madonna to the highway is already
congested with the traffic from the
Costco center, and with the new Tar
get being built right across the street,
it’s only going to get worse,” Leone

said. “Unless they develop better in
frastructure or expand the road by a
lane, the traffic situation is going to
go from bad to worse quickly.”
In fact, the Target construction
has already caused some traffic is
sues. The bike lane and sidewalk near
the construction site has been closed
down through February in order to
put in new sidewalk, according to
the San Luis Obispo Public Works
Department.
Timothy Bochum, the deputy di
rector of the San Luis Obispo Pub
lic Works,' said Target’s developer is
“required to do traffic mitigation” in
order to ease any further congestion
in the area.
“They will be changing LOVR to
have additional left turn pockets into
Froom Ranch to get traffic to the site,
and they will be completing improve
ments up near Madonna/LOVR to
install three lanes in the westbound
direction to help that intersection
out,” Bochum said. “Froom Ranch
Way will be improved and the signal
timing changed to help traffic get to
and from the site.”
Bochum also said the Target has
paid a significant amount of traffic

j

impact fees to speed up the pro
cessing time o f improvements,
which Bochum said has taken
“quite a while to get through the
Caltrans process.” Money will also
be coming from San Luis Obispo
and may still take time to acquire
the proper funding.
“The city received about $13.8
million from the State Transpor
tation Improvement Program to
help construct the interchange
improvement,” Bochum
said.
“Unfortunately, the construction
money does not come until 201415 due to the state funding issues.”
Wild said the roadwork (and its
delay) is a sign o f the imp»ending
traffic the Target will cause.
Still, with a possible increase in
the economy, job market and traf
fic, as well as more competition for
local small businesses, the Target
and Perfumo Canyon Creek Com 
mons may turn out to be either a
blessing or a curse.
Ingwcrson said he had a simple
solution to those who disapprove
of the project.
“If you don’t like Target, don’t
go there,” Ingwerson said.

Crash
continuedfrom page 1
to the soccer fields, (but) I think
he saw someone (on the fields)
and saw there was a field to his
left,” West said. “He banked to
make the turn to his left, but he
was low, so he crashed into some
trees. It looked like his left wing
hit the tree first, so his nose was
swinging left. It looked like he
rotated almost 180 degrees, and
also his tail went up over him .”
West’s account confirms the
position o f the plane, upside
down in the creek, and rules out

the possibility that it rolled into the
area.
“I was shocked when I first saw
it,” West said.
Colvin immediately notified the
control tower and began circling
above the crash site. The pair could
not sec anyone get out o f the plane,
but they stayed over the site until
authorities arrived.
Harness said the Federal Avia
tion A dm inistration and National
Transportation Safety Board would
take over the investigation.
Around 12:30 p.m. Thursday a
crane arrived to begin the process
o f removing the plane, which is the
N TSB’s responsibility.

ed like he rotated almost
grees, and also his tail
went up over hin#%
— Jeremy West
Aerospace engineering senior
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House subcommittees plan

Briefs

to try to restrict abortions
William Douglas
MCXXATCHY NEWSPAPERS

Two House subcommittees hold hear
ings this week on separate bills that
would expand restrictions on federal
funding of abortions.
One would eliminate tax breaks for
abortions. The other would restria use
of federal funds for abortions under the
new health-care law. While both bills
may pass the Republican-controlled
House, their prospects of passing a
Dcmocratic-held Senate or escaping
President Barack Obamas veto pen arc
slim to none.
“They cant expea this legislation
to go beyond the House or Represen
tatives,” said Steve Smith, a political
science professor at Washington Uni
versity in St. Louis. Still, the bills have
alarmed abordon-righLs advocates,
who say they are attempts to atuck
legalized abortion — federally funded
or n o t'— through the tax code and
measures to deny women access to the
procedure.
“These bills represent a new front in
the abortion war,” said Donna Crane,
policy director for NARAL Pro-Choice
America. “The idea ... of using the tax
code to impose political views, that’s
extremely alarming.”
Opponents of legal abortion, em
boldened by powerful support in a
Republican-controlled House, say the
bills arc just the beginning.
“The Republicans in the House arc
definitely following the promise they
made to undo the damage that’s been
done,” said Kerry Brown, a spokes
woman for Susan B. Anthony List, an
anti-abortion group.
The a a would codify provisions
of the Hyde Amendment, which pro
hibits federal fimding for abortion but
must be renewed by Congress annually.
Smith said his bill would “perma-

nendy end any U.S. government fi
nancial support for abortion whether it
be direa funding or by tax credits or
any other subsidy.” A House judiciary
subcommittee will hold a hearing on it
Tuesday.
Smith’s bill stirred an uproar among
abortion-rights advocates by listing
victims of “forcible rape” among those
who would be exempted from the bill.
“Forcible rape” wasn’t fully defined
in the bill, but abortion rights support
ers said the term could be used to block
access to abortion for victims who were
d ru ^ ed , unconscious or mentally ill.
“The fact that it took weeks of pub
lic outrage before the new House lead
ership was shamed into giving up one
if its efforts to redefine rape to deny
women access to abortion shows how
out of touch they are with the values
of the American people,” said Cccilc
Richards, president of Planned Parent
hood Federation of America. “Simply
put, the now-discarded ‘forcible rap»c’
provision is just the b^inning of what’s
wrong with Rep. Smith’s bill.”
Like Smith’s bill, the Protect life
A a (H.R. 358), sp>onsored by Rep. Joe
Pitts (R-Pa.), would restria the use of
federal funds under the new health
care law, but isn’t as aggressive in terms
of using the tax code. The House En
ergy and Commerce health subcom
mittee, which Pitts chairs, will hold a
hearing on it Wednesday.
l^te last week, abortion-rights sup
porters turned their attention to Pitts’
bill, saying it contains language that
would allow hospitals to deny a wom
an an abortion, even if her life were in
jeopardy.
Andrew Wimer, a Pitts spokesman,
said the accusation was false. “These arc
typical attacks that come up,” Wimer
said. Abortion opponents in and out
of Cfongrcss say they arc undeterred by
criticism.
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S tate
SACRAMENTO (M CT) —

In honor of the former California
governor and U.S. president, to
day marks California’s first annual
Ronald Reagan Day, a designation
created when legislation by for
mer state Sen. George Runner was
signed into law last year.
Runner, now a Board o f Equal
ization member, drafted Senate Bill
944 to commemorate Reagan, who
Runner called “a huge historic fig
ure in extending freedoms and lib
erties around the world.” He noted
his legislation does not make Feb. 6
a state holiday and will not exp>end
taxpayer money.
“Instead, Reagan Day will be
what is called ‘a day o f special sig
nificance’ just like other days we
have including one to celebrate
John Muir, California teachers and
the California Poppy,” Runner, RLancaster, said in a statement.

NOVATO (M CT) —

Pacific Gas and Electric Co. has
spent more than $4.1 million op
posing the Marin Energy Author
ity’s venture into selling electricity,
according to a report submitted by
the state Public Utilities Commis
sion to the Legislature last week.
T hat spending came in ad
dition to more than $5.5 m il
lion PG & E has spent opposing
similar efforts in San Francisco
and the San Joaquin Valley since
2007, according to figures the
utility company supplied to the
commission.
T he report noted those expen
ditures do not include the $46
million PG & E spent unsuccess
fully backing last year’s Proposi
tion 16, which would have re
quired a tw o-thirds public vote
for a m unicipality to enter the
retail power business.
T he Legislature required the
commission to report on the ef
forts o f investor-owned utilities
to oppose com m unity choice ag
gregation and how the com m is
sion is responding, as part o f the
2010-11 Budget Act.

PO LY D E A L

WASHINGTON D .C (MCT) —
For the first time, the Food and
Drug Administration on Friday
approved a drug to reduce the risk
o f premature delivery, although it
required the manufacturer to con
duct more studies to demonstrate
the drug’s efficacy.
The agency gave the nod to a
synthetic form o f the hormone
progesterone, which is normally
produced during pregnancy, to be
injected into women who have al
ready had a spontaneous preterm
birth. The weekly injections, to be
marketed under the name Makena,
are for use only in women who are
carrying a single fetus and who
have no other risk factors for an
early delivery.
The approval comes under the
FDA’s accelerated approval pro
gram under which drugs are al
lowed on the market because they
produce a result — in this case,
preventing premature births —
that is assumed to correlate with a
clinical benefit as yet unproven by
studies.

ARIZONA (M CT) —

Jared Lee Loughner, accused of try
ing to assassinate Arizona Rep. Ga
brielle Giffords, will be tried first
on federal charges, according to an
agreement announced Friday by
federal and state prosecutors.
The agreement to have the fed
eral government move first on the
charges was announced by Pima
County Attorney Barbara LaWall
and Dennis Burke, the U.S. attor
ney for Arizona.
“O ur offices have jointly agreed
to a process that Inughner will first
be prosecuted on federal charges
by the U.S. Attorney’s Office. As
required by the statute, once those
charges have been fully prosecuted
through the federal court system,
Arizona state charges will be pros
ecuted by the Pima County At
torney’s Office. These cases will be
tried in sequence and will ensure
that all rights'of the victims and
their families are vindicated," they
stated.

International
PAKISTAN (M CT) —

Pakistan’s ruling party on Friday
authorized a sweeping overhaul of
the country’s Cabinet that likely
will mean a marked reduction in
the number of ministers, a response
to critics who have called the bloat
ed government’s size an impedi
ment to economic reform.
International lenders and oppo
sition leaders have been keeping up
pressure on the Pakistan People’s
Party to slash the size of Prime
Minister Yusaf Raza Gilani’s Cabi
net. a bulky roster o f 52 ministers
and advisers.
The government’s lax perfor
mance in providing relief to mil
lions o f Pakistanis devastated by
Hoods last year further eroded the
ruling Pakistan People’s Party’s
popularity, giving opposition party
leaders newfound leverage to push
for major reforms.

IRAN (M C D —

Iran’s spiritual and political lead
er, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, said
the popular uprisings against
W estern-backed autocrats in Tu
nisia and Egypt represent an “ir
reversible defeat” for the United
States.
Speaking amid heightened se
curity during the Friday sermon
at Tehran University,
Khamenei went on to draw
comparisons between Iran’s Is
lamic Revolution and the recent
Arab protest movements, charac
terizing the protests in Tunisia,
Egypt, Yemen and around the
region as an “Islamic awakening.”
He also accused the United
States o f propping up corrupt
leaders in the region in order
to protect its own interests and
those o f its ally Israel.
“This is a war between two
willpowers: the willpower o f the
people and the willpower o f their
enemies," he said.
“The Israelis and the U.S.
are more concerned about what
would happen to their interests
in post-M ubarak regime."
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National Dem ocratic Party in Egypt steps down, resigns ieadership
Timothy M. Phelps
Jeffrey Fleishman
Laura King
LOS ANGELES TIMES

The leadership of Egypt’s ruling
party resigned Saturday, a purge that
would have been beyond Egyptians’
imaginations a few short weeks
but was unlikely to placate a hard
core opposition frustrated with
what it sees as costume changes in
the government of President Mosni
Mubarak.
The dismanding of the National
Democratic Party’s power structure is a
dramatic indication of the pressure on
new Vice President Omar Suleiman to
remove the vestige of Mubarak’s power
and snip the ambitions of his son Gamal, a deeply unpopular figure who
was among those resigning their posts.
At the same time, however, the
Egyptian army began to reassert con
trol around Cairo’s Tahrir Square, with
hundreds of soldiers moving into streets
around the downtown plaza that has
been the epicenter of the anti-Mubarak
protests.
Control of the square, or even a
return to normal traffic of the area
around it, would reinforce the govern
ment's message that it wiU remain in
control of the country for the scvjn
months leading to elections — and that
Mubarak need not resign, as the oppo
sition demands.

And as the ^wemment fights to
stay in power, it has found itself deal
ing with a fractured opposition that
appears unable to agree on how to
proceed, and keep the momentum of
history-making protests on its side.
After key opposition leaders fiiiled
to show up Saturday for a bargaining
session with Suleiman, the Obama
administration expressed disappoint
ment, and called on them to begin dis
cussions immediately.
A senior administration official said
opposition groups continued to hold
back, apparendy fearful they would
lose leverage if they began talks before
Mubarak surrendered power.
“The major players still haven’t
shown up,” the official said. “But they
need to test the government’s willing
ness to make major change. ... The
onus is on the opposition.”
Long harassed, divided and co
opted by the Mubarak government, the
opposition is a collection of voices that
has been viewed with suspicion by the
public, raising questions as to whether
it really speaks for the protesters who
have filled the streets of Cairo.
Ahmed Magib, a youth movement
protest organizer, said young org^izers
were worried that their voices weren’t
being heard as the government and tra
ditional opposition parties, including
the banned Muslim Brotherhood and
Ayman Nour’s El Chad Party, look for
ways to nudge Mubarak aside and form

a transitional government.
“The old opposition parties don’t
represent the young people,” he said.
“Everyone needs to realize that it was
the young people who brought about
this change. We need to be heard.”
But Magib made it clear that he and
his friends would not be mollified by
half steps such as changes to the rulingparty leadership and would setde for
nothing less than Mubarak’s immediate
removal.
New Prime Minister Ahmed Shafik
said on state television that stability was
returning to the country and that large
demonstrations such as the one that
took place in Tahrir Square on Friday
would not succeed in forcing a change
of regime.
At a security conference in the Ger
man dty of Munich, U.S. Secretary
of State Hillary Rxxlham Clinton sig
naled confidence that Egyptian officials
around Mubarak were moving toward
reform and expressed support for Sulei
man and an orderiy transition.
“That is what the government is try
ing to do, that is what we arc support
ing, and hope to sec it move as orderly
and expeditiously as possible under the
circumstances,” she said.
The Obama administration backed
away from comments by Frank Wisner,
the former diplomat who served last
week as a special emissary, in which he
suggested that Mubarak should remain
in office temporarily.

“We need to get a ttational consen
sus around the preconditions for the
next step forward. The president must
stay in office to steer those changes,”
Wisner told the Munich security meet
ing during a video conference from
Washington, Reuters reported.
Two senior administration officials
said Satiuday that Wisner was speak
ing entirely for himself, and not for the
U.S. government.
American officials have been care
ful to stop short of calling for Mubarak
to resign, using instead the phrase
“step aside,” and acknowledge that his
outright resignation could create legal
complications that would hamper the
transition and political reforms.
In the party shuffle, the National
Democratic Party’s secretary-general,
Safwat Sharif, was replaced by Hossam
Badrawi, a doctor and member of par
liament who is an advocate for human
rights.
Over the years, even as poverty wid
ened and government social services
failed, it was the National Democratic
Party, not Mubarak, that was often
seen as the villain by the public. It was
viewed as a politically connected rich
man’s dub aloof from the concerns of
the nation yet protected by the power
of the state.
Two cases over the years highlighted
the crisscrossing interests between the
party and the government. In 2006,
an unseaworthy ferry owned by Mam-

douh Ismail, a Mubarak appointee to
the upfxr house of parliantcnt, capsized
in the Red Sea, killii^ 1,029 passengers.
Ismail was chargicd with manslaugh
ter but fled to London, taking his bank
accounts with him. He was initially
found not guilty in absentia, but after
the prosecution appealed, was sen
tenced to seven years.
In 2008, Hishahi Talaat Mustafa, a
billionaire construction magnate and a
prominent member of the ruling party,
was arrested in the killing of his former
girlfriend Suzanne Tamim, a Lebanese
pop diva. He was found guilty and sen
tenced to death. The ruling was over
turned on appeal and he was granted a
new trial. He was then sentenced to 15
years in prison.
The party was further identified
with Gamal Mubarak, who represented
a young, business-oriented wing that
pushed through economic reforms.
The result has been impressive econom
ic gains that in recent years have helped
lift the nation in the eyes of foreign in
vestors but have f^ ed to stem inflation
or the poverty besetting the more than
40 percent of Egyptians living on $2 a
day or less.
In Tahrir Square on Saturday, Fati
ma Khalid, a 29-year-old in a head
scarf, said calls for a return to normality
might foreshadow a crackdown.
“But they need to understand: For
us, this is normal now,” she said. “We
will never stop asking for our rights.”
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N ation’s unem ploym ent rate fa lls slightly in January
Kevin G. Hall
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS

The unemployment rate fell to 9 per
cent in January even though employ
ers added only 36,000 jobs during
the month, the Labor Department
said Friday in the third consecutive
disappointing monthly government
jobs report.
Most forecasters had expected job
growth in the ballpark of 140,000
or more. That’s in the range of the
,187,000 jobs created by private
firms reported by the ADP national
employment survey that tame out
Wednesday, which is based on select
private payroll data.
Instead, the Friday numbers from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
were somewhat confusing. The job
less rate fell by a whopping fourtenths of a percentage point, from
9.4 percent to 9 percent. On the face
of it, that’s great news. But statistical
revisions shrunk the size of the work
force, taking some of the shine off
the falling jobless rate.
“The job market is tough, but it
isn’t as tough as the weak job gain
during the month suggests, and the
sharp decline in unemployment is
also misleading. The number of peo
ple in the labor forte plunged. The
true underlying rate of unemploy
ment won’t become evident until la
bor force growth resumes expanding
again,” said Mark Zandi, the thief
economist for forecaster Moody’s
Analytics. “Bottom line is that it’s
very difficult to learn an)ahing about

what is going on the job market and
broader economy from this report."
The Obama administration high
lighted the bright side.
“Revisions to private-sector pay
roll data show that 1.1 million jobs
were added during 2010, the stron
gest private-sector job growth since
2006. The 0.8 percentage point de
cline in the unemployment rate over
the past two months is a welcome de
velopment; however, the rate remains
unacceptably high,” Austan Goolsbee, the head o f the White House
Council of Economic Advisers, said
in a statement. “The overall trend of
economic data in recent months has
been encouraging ... but there is still
considerable work to do.”
Tlie monthly BLS jobs report is
the product of two surveys, one that
measures payrolls from businesses
and governments, and the other
of households. The payroll survey
showed the tepid hiring — 36,000
new jobs on net in January.
Sophisticated
analysts
stress
that they don't fixate on any single
month’s job numbers, but rather put
them in the context of the past sever
al months, not least because the BLS
revises previous months’ numbers as
more data come in. Friday’s J.muary
report was no exception.
Ih c BLS revised numbers from
the previous two months upward
by 40,000 jobs. Private-sector job
growth in November was raised to
93,000, and December’s to 121,000.
The initial January private-sector
job-growth number was 30,000.
While the revisions weren’t huge.

they did confirm the trend of in
creased, albeit soft, hiring.
The household survey told a dif
ferent story, and that’s the one that
yields the unemployment rate.
More than 600,000 people in that
survey said they didn’t have jobs the
previous month but did have them
in January. The household survey
supported economists who think
that the payroll survey doesn’t ad
equately measure small business hir
ing and the household survey may
do that better, and also includes the
self-employed.
The breakdown of payroll hir
ing numbers told a mixed story.
Manufacturing employment surged
by 49.000 in January, and retailers
added almost 28,000 new positions.
The broad category of professional
and business services was up 31,000
for the month. Those numbers are in
line with growing indices o f manu
facturing output and strong con
sumer spending recorded in the final
months o f last year.
These gains, however, were off
set by steep drops in construction
employment, down 32,000, and in
transportation and warehousing,
which fell by 38,000.
Analysts blamed much o f this on
the severe weather, particularly in the
densely populated Northeast.
“ Ihc January unemployment re
port does not seem very useful for
judging underlying labor-market
trends and it appears to have been
massively distorted by the weather,"
New York forecaster R D Q Fxonomics said in a note to investors.

Surprisingly, temporary help,
usually a harbinger of future hiring,
fell by 11,400 jobs in January.
The BLS report highlighted this
drop by noting that “temporary help
had added an average o f 25,000
jobs per m onth over the prior 12
months.”
One positive sign came in the
average hourly earnings in January,
which increased by 8 cents, or fourtenths of a percent.
Over the past 12 months, the BLS
said, average hourly earnings have in
creased by 1.9 percent.
The liberal Economic Policy In
stitute found little clarity in Friday’s
report, and instead pointed to a
broader structural challenge that all
U.S. workers and policymakers face.
“Aside from today’s muddled
picture, one thing is crystal clear;
The U.S. labor market started 2011
with half a million fewer jobs than
it had 11 years ago, in January 2000,
though the labor force has grown
by nearly 11 million workers since
then," Heidi Shierholz, a labor econ
omist with the group, said in a state
ment. “Today’s numbers are a testa
ment to both the enormity of the
current labor market crisis plus the
very weak jobs growth of the 20002007 business cycle.”
Zandi, the Moody’s forecaster,
was more optimistic.
“I’m increasingly confident that
we arc on the cusp o f much better
job numbers. Businesses are very
profitable, their balance sheets are
healthy and sentiment is improving,”
he said.
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Brown treats state budget issue gingerly
Steven Horman

th e S tre e t
Do you think being part of the Cal
Poly Dining Plan is a good idea
for students?

I think It s a good Idea, but it
should be more costeffective and have more
options."
— Connie Chou,
industnal engineering senior

“ I think it would be better if It
was just Plu$ Dollars.” .
— David Reese,
mechanical engineenng
freshman

CONTRA COSTA TIMES

Aside from brief, unannounced call-ins
to a couple of Bay Area radio stations.
Gov, Jerry Brown kept a decidedly low
profile after his blistering State of the
State .speech last week — hardly the
dramatic pivot governors typically take
to amplify their message.
Browns decision to lie low was es
pecially surjirising considering Repub
licans' unyielding opposition to his plan
to fill a $25.4 billion budget hole by
asking voters to extend temporary taxes
on purchases, personal income and au
tos for five years, along with $12.5 bil
lion in budget cuts.
But the unconventional approach
was perfectly normal for Brown, who
has defied expectations for as long as
he’s been in fxilitics.
“1 don’t think jerry Brown is con
cerned about what governors typically
do,” said Adam Mendelsohn, who was
chief political adviser to Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger. “He has a very distinct
sense of how he’ll close this budget, ;uid
that involves being at the Capitol and
meeting with pei>plc.”
Brown will venture out of the
(àipitol later this week to address the

Los Angeles Area Chamber of Com
merce, where he is likely to hit on the
same themes of austerity and realism he
struck in his vState of the State.
But with a little more than a month
left to get his budget through the Leg
islature in time to place his tax phut on.
the ballot. Brown said he w illi^ n d
’most of his time haunting the corridors
of the Capitol.
The new governor appears to be try
ing to overcome the hyperpartisan at
mosphere of Sacramento, reaching out
to his political opponents in personal
ways.
After his State of the State address,
in which he chided Republicans for
blocking his tax plan, Brown and his
wile, Anne Gust, dropped in on the
California Republican Party’s “Back to
Session” gala, chaning with Assembly
Republican l>eader Connie Conway,
among others.
He’d alrt-ady appeared at Republi
can caucus breakfasts and luncheons,
and he’s met with a number of lawmak
ers privately in his office.
l.ast week, Senate Republican Lead
er Bob Dunon ran into Brown and
Gust in the Capitol garage.
“He asked me how’s work on the
budget,” Dutton .said. “I said, ‘We’re

working on it.’ And he said, ‘That’s
good, because we got some real prob
lems.’ I said, ‘I know, sir,’”
Brown, who has talked about going
into the “lion’s den” as a way of show
ing he is willing to fiice tough questions
from his political foes — and consider
alternative solutions — is cxp«:ted to
address l^islative Republicans at their
annual policy retreat this week. It’s
something that his Republicatt prede
cessor, Schwarzenegger, never did.
“He’s spent a bulk of his rime in
Sacramento and is available to ulk with
any member of the Legislature about
the budget situation,” said Steven Clazcr, Brown’s top political adviser. “That
has certainly been his priority. Tlie
decision-making is all at'the Capitol.
HLs l>eing available in Sacramento to
speak with Democratic and Republican
members is a gcKxl thing.” 1.
The problem so 1^, Brown said, is
dtat Republicans have not offered any
thing concrete to work with.
“just show me an idea,” Brown said
last week. “I’ve had drinks with people,
but I haven’t gotten any paper, or even
any articulated position other than ‘no’
or, ‘no for now but check back later,’
which is generally the way it is,”
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“ I think it would be better if it
was buffet-style and better
quality.”

I tlunk it’s a good idea pretty e£isy."
— At)by Petnni.
m attieinatics sophomore

— Jay Khatri.
physics freshman
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Pop p in g th e question — fin d in g n e xt y e a r’s ro o m m a te s
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J.J. Jenkins is a journalism Jmhman and
Mustang Dailyfreshman columnist.
How tired arc you o f your room 
mates? Do their late night--»r: let’s
call them “Hulu" watching mara
thons — keep you up at night?
Well, unless you found your
long lost twin that was surely sto-

len from their crib as a chil4» you
probably'w ant to start anew.*^’'
Luckily, we, for the first time in
our lives, get to choose who we live
with next year. Yet that quantum
o f solace provides freshmen with a
new set of issues to face as we sort
through our friends to find the per
fect roommates.

Chances are there are a few dif
ferent situations you have found
yourself in over the past few weeks
or will find yourself in as the dead
line ticks away and off-campus
housing gets swooped up.
A fact o f the housing process is
that you will get your hands dirty
and feelings will he hurt, because

let’s face it, not everyone can room
with someone as awesome as you.
But you’re going to have to let
your sum o f potential suitors down
easy. Perhaps a simple, "I think we
should start seeing other people,”
would be the Hollywood way of
summing up the conversation. A
friend o f mine faced a situation
where she had to let one o f her cur
rent roommates know that she had
found other people to room with
already.
Ih in k in g the meeting had gone
fairly well, it appeared that every
thing was somewhat in order. U n
til the scorned roommate took to
Facebook.
Posting one status about not
having friends to room with sent
a strong enough signal, albeit a
childish one. But then it escalated
to openly bashing on the current
roommate in subsequent statuses
and comments.
I wrote in a previous column
how awkward it was to walk by
your faux Facebook friends after
knowing about last night’s Four
Loko hijinks, but when people you
actually know start bashing you in
social media, it’s a new low.

«
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I mean, Mark Zuckerburg did
not even sell out yo«r information
to make you look like a fool. So,
no m atter how badly you wanted
to room with the kid with the 86"
plasma, stay classy Cal Poly.
In light o f that predicament and
several experiences I’ve come across
in the past weeks, I thought that
my readers should have the chance
to benefit from my infinite frosh
wisdom.
We have made plenty o f friends
freshman year and most o f them
arc great. However, that does not
mean you want to live with the cra
zy person that parties hard but can’t
tie their own shoelaces, let alone do
their dishes.
That person may think your
friendship was divine providence,
but if the possibility o f sharing
an apartm ent with them next year
makes you shudder and curl in a fe
tal position, you have to find a way
to let them down easy.
Forcing them to make the first
move is a good option: Instead
o f telling them you already have
roommates planned out and they
see Roommatest page 10
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AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fd>. 18) — Your motives must
^ ^
true at all times, and when it is necessary to nudee t h i i ^
dear, you will want to do so. Avoid misundsrstanding.
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PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) — You may be doubted by
some, but the support you receive by others will be just
what you need to bring a current project to fhiition.
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) — You’ve been thinldng a
great deal about work and other responsibilities, but you
may want to let it all go and enjoy yourself trivially.
SCo'pio TAURUS (April 20-May 20) — You’ll be drawn to that
vriiich others shun — not so much to be difierent but be'
cause that sort o f thing truly interests you.
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GEMINI (May 21-June 20) — You may find yourself
counting the hours before you get the green ligjit to do
something that may be somewhat controversial.
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CANCER Oune 21-July 22) — You’re likdy to see an idea
cake shape that can change the course of your profissional
Pisces life if you let iL But is that what you want?
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LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — Despite the influences you are
feeling at this time, don’t fbiget that you ate still in charge
of your own actions —- and the results they yidd.
it ;
Leo

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) — You’ll sec yourself as others
see you, if only temporarily. This can prove a valuable gift,
and the effects may be long-lasting.
Capncom
LIBRA (Sept. 23-O a. 22) — You can maximize your re
wards simply by remaining true to your desires; don’t settle
for less than you honestly fed you deserve.
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SCORPIO (O a. 23-Nov. 21) — Those working with you
will enjoy the same thrill when met with success as you will
Libra — and you'll want to give them all due credit.
v:.
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SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — Certain rules may
seem to thwart progress now, but you may not have wiuut it
takes to break tnem In fiwor of your own methods—-yet
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-jan. 19) — You can win over the
jjt critics, but remember that th d r support is only as lasting as
your current success. They may turn again.
Viian
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Roommates
ivntinufUfrom page 8
are on the outs, ask them who they
plan to live with.
Maybe it turns out that the ta
bles have turned and you were the
one on the outskirts, and in that
case, problem solved. Go back to
being their shoelace-tier-in-chief.
O n the other hand, there are
hassle-free ways of getting room
mates, namely your best friends.
You know, the friend that basically
lives in your room an)'way, and the
fact that their bed is somewhere
else is only a m inor inconvenience.
In fact, if you live in Cerro Vista,
their mattress might already occupy
a comfy spot in your living room
that your other roommates have
just come to accept.
Just kidding, Com m unity Advi
sors, o f course we wouldn’t dare let
people sleep over without first no
tifying you.
Then again, approaching the
subject o f tying the knot for your
sophom ore year can be fairly tricky.

particularly for guys. We are not
used to using the phrase, “Do
you want to live together?” espe
cially when we are talking to an
other bro.
1 decided to bite the bullet, so
I called a m an-date to Einstein’s
and popped the question.
Chances are your best friend
will not have the heart to turn you
down (like that girl at line danc
ing) and you no longer have to
worry about being the awkward
fifth room mate in a Poly Canyon
Village (PCV) apartm ent next
year — at the very least, you’ll
be the fourth and fifth awkward
roommates.
If all else fails, my friends and
1 have one more spot open in our
place next year and arc currently
accepting applications. C andi
dates will be judged on how well
they can quote “T'osh.O” epi
sodes, how ferociously they detest
“Jersey Shore” and the quality o f
their homemade cookies.
Bribes, in the form of gummy
worms or sour spaghetti, are not
only accepted but expected.

Voices of Vienna Boys Choir h it th e PAC

COURTESY PHOTO

A group from the Vienna Boys’ Choir, comprised of 100 boys between the ages of 10 to 14, will perform at the PAC Feb. 8.
K e lly C o o p e r
KF.LLYCOOPF.R,MD(^MAIL.COM
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Tomorrow night, the Christopher
Cohan Performing Arts Center
(PAC) will welcome the crowned
jewel o f boys’ choirs, the Vienna
Boys’ Choir.
The entire choir consists o f ap
proximately 100 boys between the
ages o f 10 to 14 divided into four
24 to 25 member choirs that either
perform at home in Vienna or tour
internationally. The choir’s rep
ertoire includes a range from his
torical to more modern selections,
from traditional Austrian folk m u
sic to pieces arranged specifically
for the choir in the last few years.
The history o f the choir dates
back 500 years to the time o f
the Holy Roman Empire. M u
sic departm ent professor Alyson
McLamorc will give the pre-con
cert lecture on the choir’s history.
She said when Maximilian I was
crowned emperor o f Austria, he
needed a way to show off Vienna’s
prestige.
“He loved Vienna," McLamore
said. “He wanted Vienna to be the
imperial center. Well, he needed
to elevate Vienna’s standing, and
he felt that there needed to be a
powerful court chapel Hofkapelle (court musicians). And part
o f what that needed was a great
choir."
Maximilian I signed on a small
boy’s choir composed o f six mem
bers which sang at mass or traveled
with him, McLamore said. W hen
Maximilian died and the choir had
garnered approximately 15 more
members, new em peror Charles
IV did away with the choir imm e
diately.

MAKE YOUR
'A

“Through family connections
and dynastic things, Charles IV
had the biggest swath o f European
land under his control that anyone
has ever had or would ever have,”
McLamore said. “The first thing
he looked for were ways to cut the
budget. He didn’t care for music on
the same level that his predecessor
had, so he cut the choir right away
in 1521.”
Yet, iifter a seven-year hiatus, the
choir was singing again.
“W ith his huge monarchy,
Charles IV couldn’t manage it all
on his own, so he wanted some
deputies to be in charge o f local
regions,” McLamore said. “So he
appointed his brother who thought
that music helped sell things in a
ceremonial way. So he reestablished
the choir.”
The choir had another serious
issue just after World War 1 when
the empire fell apart — making the
choir a civic responsibility to be
m aintained. Thus, the choir began
touring internationally, and since
then has created quite a reputation.
Director o f Cal Poly Arts Steve
Lerian said he has booked the V ien
na Boys’ C hoir before at other the
aters and thought the group would
be a good fit for the PAC.
“In that particular niche, they’re
kind o f the gold standard,” Lerian
said. “They’re the best known boys’
choir in the world."
Lerian said despite the niche
following, the PAC should expect a
fairly large turnout.
“I don’t think it’s going to be
necessarily sold out, but I think
it’ll be a very healthy audience ap
proaching 1,000,” Lerian said.
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see Vienna, page 11
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Vienna
continuedfrom page 10
The touring is actually part o f
the boys’ curriculum. The boys
come from the Vienna Boys’ Choir
Institute, which is a co-ed, K-8 el
ementary school. W hen the boys
reach the fifth grade, they can po
tentially join the choir and attend
boarding school until the eighth
grade. That is, if they pass their au
ditions.
Com pany tour manager Tania
Jastrebov said the choir is extremely
selective in who is brought into
the choir. And, after all, the choir
maintains a num ber of 100.
“There are between 300 to 400
children who will audition annual
ly,” Jastrebov said. “And that is only
for maybe 20 openings.”
Jastrebov also said because the
choir is split into four 25-mcmber
groups, it upholds a balance be
tween touring and performing in
the choir’s hometown,
“Usually there are two choirs

touring somewhere around the
world and two choirs at home
singing locally” Jastrebov said.
So, when a bunch o f pre-teen
boys aren’t singing on tour, what
are they doing? Jastrebov said
they have it covered.
“We try to make that a full
and interesting thing to do,” he
said. “If we have free time on
concert time we try to fill it up
with activities.”
Jastrebov said most of the
boys do not pursue a musical
career, despite the intense cur
riculum and musical education.
“I would say certainly they
will always have a wonderful
background and appreciation
for music,” Jastrebov said.
The concert begins at 7:30
p.m. with the free pre-concert
lecture beginning at 6:30 p.m.
in the Christopher Cohan Per
forming Arts Center Pavillion.
Student and general admission
tickets are available at the PAC
Ticket Office. Prices range from
$16 to $42.

Letterm an m ay leave ‘ La te S h o w ’
Verne Gay
NEWSDAY

Amidst the jokes, laughs and Jay
L.eno jibes in Thursday night’s
hugely amusing David Letterman/
Howard Stern encounter, there was
this bombshell: Letterman says he’ll
leave “Late Show” in two years.
Letterman’s spokesman could
not be reached for comment Friday
morning, but Letterman’s brief re
sponse to Stern’s question — when
will you leave? — was the first time
in his long career that he has ad
dressed the question, at least on TV.
(He has said he’ll finish his career at
CBS).
Dave turns 64 this April, which
means he’d be leaving — if he docs
lc;ivc — at age 66, the same age as
his role ntodel Johnny Carson when
he stepped down.
Here’s another question that begs
asking: Will Jay Leno leave before
then, as many have speculated, giv
ing Dave a chance to go out on top?

There has been some internal discus
sion at NBC about the eventual suc
cession o f Leno — yes. Jay will step
down some day too — and whether
he will be replaced by Jimmy Fallon.
Fallon is very good but there’s no
doubt he would lose viewers who
were more used to Jay’s homespun
cornbread middlc-Amcrica humor.
Then: Could Dave’s numbers surge
again, as they did when Conan
O ’Brien stepped in? That has to be
a consideration at CBS too, but may
well mean that Dave — if he does
leave in two years — could leave on
top, just as Johnny did.
How did Johnny announce his
retirement? Not in a press release,
and I assure you: Dave wants to an
nounce his departure date on his
own terms too. Johnny stood on the
podium at Carnegie Hall and on a
beautiful May day in the early ‘90s,
he said he would step down. It was a
mind-blowing moment at NBC —
completely blind-sided — but John-

ny was gonna do it his way. Dave is
gonna do it his way too.

MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

Talluhow host David Letterman may
plan to leave his show in 2013.

Select The Camp That Selects The Best Staff!

ARE YOU STAYING IN TOWN THIS SUMMER AND
LOOKING FOR A GREAT JOB ON CAMPUS?
Cal Poly Conferoaoo and Evant Planning la H iring 10-80
Conferonoo Llalaona, Dealt M anagera and Doak Aaalatantal

Seeking hard working, responsible, and positive individuals who
eiyoy working in a fun, fast-paced team setting! Customer service
and cashiering experience preferred and some spring paid training is
required. Pay rate is $8.00-$10.00/hour. Both FT and PT is available.
On-campus housing is available at a highly reduced rate. It is a great
internship opportunity with positions not limited to Cal Poly cfjmmunity. All summer positions flnish by end of August.
Job descriptions and applications are available M-F between 8:30
a.m. - 4:30 p.m. (c> the Conference and Event Planning ofAoe.
located in Building 170 (Cerro Vista Apartment Administration
Building) or by e-amall. Call (805) 756-7600 for more information.
Applleation Deadline: Wednesday. February 9 <e>4:30 p.m.
‘Resume is required
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Presidential candidate projections strong for Conservatives
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Andrew Nenow is a wine and
viticulture sophomore and Mustang
Daily conservative columnist.
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Now in the second half of his presi
dential term, President Barack
Obama should stan worrying about
whether or not he will have the
support he had in 2008. President
Obama has overseen a slight and
gradual recovery of the economy, but
many Americans are frustrated with
his inability to live up to his cam
paign promises.
In 2012, Americans will be able
to decide to either reside in another
four years of Obama or seek a new
candidate. With two major parties
that may not suit our wants, who do
we turn to for the next four years as
conservatives?
Well take solace in the fact that
three of the front-runners for the
Republican Primary’ can he clas
sified as conservatives. I will delve
into these candidates and determine
who has the best chance against the
incumbent President.
First is Former Alaskan Gover
nor and Vice President candidate
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I would like to bring to attention the
weak journalism that is portrayed in
this article. I am fnends of whom
the author interviewed and what
dorm they live in. Unfortunately,
this is probably the same dorm that
the author lives in, since she too is a
ftreshman (found that out from her
article on dormcest). I am not jour
nalism major but I would assume
that REAL journalism would be in
terviewing people that you don’t live
next to. Come on, that is just lazy. 1
expect more from the Mustang Dai
ly, at least use some variety.
Also, I highly doubt the author
went down to the UU to conduct
these interviews since they all arc
from her dorm. Are you serious? If
this subpar literature gets published,
what else docs the Mustang Daily let
through their fingertips? Just food
for thought. ■
— Andrew

’
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In response to "The ‘S LO prah’effect*

, Seriously man? This is college. 'The

getting Americans back to work is
essential to him. W hen he took of
fice, the state o f Massachusetts was
losing jobs at an alarming rate, but
by the time he left office 60,000
new jobs were created. His experi
ence is another essential factor as
millions o f Americans are suffering
the hardships o f unemployment.
Romney’s only disadvantage in
my m ind comes from his personal
life, as he is openly M ormon. In no
way am I saying that holding the
beliefs o f the Mormon Church is
a disadvantage, but that it breaks a
trend. It took 44 presidents to get
the first non-Caucasian president
and no president has ever been
non-Christian or non-Cathoiic and
people tend to be hesitant toward
such change.
If people can overlook this fact
and realize chat what matters is
Romney’s politics, he can offer the
relief and stability Americans have
been searching for. I believe in the
stronger America, which Romney
has to offer both conservatives and
liberals alike.
This American could not be
more excited for Romney to show
this country what he can accom
plish.

Sarah Palin. W hen it comes to con
servatism, the former governor is
the prime example o f being such.
As a vocal leader o f the grassroots
movement known as the Tea Party,
she has gained significant conserva
tive support and will get a great deal
o f funding from this group.
Another positive aspect o f Palin
is her immense name recognition.
Through a m ultitude o f interviews
and even a reality television show
since her vice presidential candi
dacy, Palin has become a household
name without the use o f commer
cial advertising.
Unfortunately, this pro can also
be considered her con. As she edged
her way into the public eye, she has
fallen victim to the television satire.
Tina Fey began the wildfire that
would incite Palin’s scrutiny with
her impersonation on “Saturday
Night Live.”
It may all be in good fun, but the
fact o f the matter is that her pub
lic image has been ruined as people
that may not understand how po
litically sound she really is see her
as a joke. Becoming president is all
about image and Sarah Palin just
does not have the image it takes
anymore.
Next is former Governor o f Ar
kansas and presidential candidate
Mike Huckabee. As a Fox News
contributor, his views and inten
tions as president are worn on his
sleeve for the largely conservative
audience, but he may be the least
conservative o f these front-runners.
Although he has stated, “I’m the
Republican that clearly, at this point,
docs better against Obama than any
other Republican,” he doesn’t stand
much of a chance against the Demo
cratic incumbent. His time with Fox
has really helped his popularity hut

he docs not have nearly the fundrais
ing abilities o f other candidates; fun
draising is everything in presidential
campaigning.
In my opinion, the third front
runner for the primary is the man
with the plan. 'The conservative that
is ready and willing to do what it
takes to get the United States back
on track. 'The candidate that can go
toe to toe with Obama, and win, is
M itt Romney.
The 63-ycar-old former Gover
nor o f Massachusetts got a taste of
the presidential race back in 2008
in the Republican Primary but
did not have much o f a following
at the time. After writing a couple
o f books and substantially picking
up his num ber o f appearances, his
name is starting to ring a bell in the
ears o f Republicans and conserva
tives alike.
Romney’s strongest attribute
is his understanding o f a complex
economy. As governor o f Massa
chusetts, he was able to cut deficits
and record substantial economic
growth without increasing debt or
even raising taxes. At this point in
America’s recovery, M itt Romney is
just what the economy needs.
He has also made it obvious that

writer obviously has some learning to
do, but oh well. 'This is college, and
you can’t expect an article written by
a student in just their second quarter
here to be perfect. I’m sure she knows
she isn’t perfect, and everyone has
something to learn. Don’t you have
something better to do than berate
her on here?

dangerous summer roads without a
seatbelt. While I know your liberal
ism puts you above the law, seatbelts
save lives, and I would not want your
life endangered while you drive. (Be
warned while you are driving/parking Dr. Hansen, I hear the bird gangs
of SLO have recently been pooping
everywhere. But the p>olicc depart
ment gang unit is on it.) Note: the
above parenthetical sentence is a joke
because SLO has no gang unit be
cause it has no gang problem.
In the happiest city in the U.S.
that has two police departments,
Hansen fails to recognize the absur
dity o f his argument, which is as fol
lows: some guy got his shoes jacked
by an unarmed hoodlum. 'That is his
chief complaint with the police de
partment? Sounds pretty boring. If
only we had a drug trafficking prob
lem here, or corrupt city politicians,
or a Rodney King beating, then he
could really write some cutting-edge
journalism.
If Mr. Hansen is still unsatisfied
with the safety of our well-paved and
peaceful streets, 1 am interested (if he
is) in starting a vigilante group dedi
cated to fighting petty crime. We can
call ourselves “Herr Hansen’s Crime
Haters."
— Smm Vimgn$4*t

1 wish this campus would do what
some of the local community col
leges do. Run ads for fellow students
to be notetakes for deaf and hearing
impared students, or for students to
read things to blind students!
If you get fellow students in
volved, it iTiakcs the process easier.
I was a note taker at Hancock and
totally loved the job. It was great
knowing 1 actually made a diffrrence
in somcones life, and enabled them
to focus on their interpreter instead
of having to take notes. It also made
me more compassionate to the hear
ing impaired, and realize how hard it
must be for people who are disabled
to complete classes.
Ih ey should also have *mandatory* training for all teachers so that
they realize what they need to do for
those students.

In response to "The 'In k ie st place in

cussion on a given subject. N o overcapi

the nation lacks perffet crim e record*

ta liza tio n , p le a s e .................................

— SM

In response to “The ‘SLOprah'
effect*
Dear Mustang Daily,
It is quite impressive that you have
an expert on criminal justice writing
for you. And to think he went to the
same school as I did ... Wow, what a
legacy this institution has.
But for all the knowledge Prof.
Erik Hansen has, it bothers me that
he has obviously been misinformed.
It is OK though, I forgive him. Per
haps he just needs to leave his ivory
tower every now and then. Cal Po
ly’s campus and the city o f San Luis
Obispo is extremely safe, especially at
night. 1 can attest to this personally,
and maybe take him for a walk at 2
am this 'Thursday night when I go
to meet my crack dealer. I make this
journey 4x a week and not once have
I been jumped.
But what truly bothers me is that
this paradigm o f our society - Erik
Hansen - is driving around on the

solace in the ftict that
)f the firont-runners for
the Republican Primary^l
classified as conservata
— Andrew Nenow
Conservative columnist

— Melissa
In response to *Asking tough questions
a b ou t d isability*

N O T E : The M ustang D a ily features
select com m ents th a t are w r i t ^ in re
sponse to articles p osted online. Though
n ot a ll the responses are prin ted , the
M ustang D a ily p rin ts com m ents th a t
are coherent a n d fo ster in telligen t dis

w v M mustangcfally.net

More than just a gam e: Super Bowl becomes ritual for many
W illiam M cK enzie is an editorial
columnist fo r The Dallas M orning
News.
The game arrives. At last. T hank
goodness.
O f course, I m ean the Super
Bowl, w hich has been in the p lan 
ning stages for w hat seems like a
decade. In w atching the ru n -u p ,
w ith reports about A-list par
ties, obscenely-priced tickets and
young p ro stitutes. I'm torn be
tween feeling like I’m w atching
a m odern form o f Baal w orship
and w an tin g to exult in the ex
citem ent o f Super Bowl XLV.
There were probably m any
Baal-worshipers w ho felt a sim i
lar conflict back in biblical days,
w hen m en m ade figures to h o n o r
their gods. Som e then likely were
horrified at the frenzied creation
o f the idols yet also were enthused
by the excitem ent o f such a ven

ture, right dow n to the permissive
fertility cults.
Today, this internal conflict is
fueled by the fact m any indus
tries, including m y own, will ben
efit from this game. So, why be
a spoil-sport, especially after the
econom y has been so ho- hum .
Plus, a sense o f com m unity is
bred o u t o f such intense prepa
ration. A nd I'm n o t even talk
ing ab o u t the G reen Bay Packers
an d P ittsburgh Steelers getting
ready for Sunday's game. D edica
tion, team w ork and discipline are
needed to pull off a Super Bowl,
n o t ju st w in one.
But there are days w hen this
Super Bowl business seems like
a pagan ritual. R ight dow n to
the elaborate ushering in o f the
coveted Vince L om bardi Trophy
into the Dallas C onv en tio n C e n 
ter last week. W ith all the fanfare
su rro u n d in g its entry, you w ould

have th o u g h t a royal visitor was
com ing to town.
Related to this idol-w orship
aspect is the psychology o f being
a fan, w hich long has interested
me for w hat it says ab o u t the
m ind. M ine particularly.
M y family can tell you I've
long been a big sports fan. I still
can see Frank C larke racing dow n
the C o tto n Bowl to catch a bom b
from D on M eredith d u rin g the
m ost exciting game I've ever at
tended: the 1967 N F L title game
at the C o tto n Bowl betw een the
upstart Dallas Cowboys and the
invincible Green Bay Packers.
My only sp orting m om ent
close to th at one was w atching
the Texas Rangers finally clinch a
W orld Series trip last fall by beat
ing the hated New York Yankees
at Rangers Ballpark in A rlington,
Texas. Like alm ost every fan at
that gam e, I stayed at least 30

m inutes after the finish to cheer
my brains o u t about the lowly
Rangers at last going to the Se
ries. A nd w hen I got a chance
to a tten d a Series game, you bet
I ju m p ed to go and loved every
m in u te o f it, even th ough the
Rangers lost.
So, guilty as charged. Still, I
d o n 't know w hat to do w ith the
frenzied aspect o f being a fan.
W h at does th at say ab o u t the in 
ner recesses o f o u r minds? I'm n o t
sure I w ant to know.
N or do I know w hat to do
w ith the Baal-aspect o f sports. I
plan on w atching the game along
w ith the 100 m illion-odd o th er
viewers. My family even has a
trad itio n o f w atching the Super
Bowl w ith o u r form er next-door
neighbor.
But here we are in Dallas lis
tening to reports ab o u t this great
party and th at fantastic player.

w hile
sim ultaneously
learn
ing ab o u t the Super Bowl being
g round zero for p ro stitu tio n and
sex trafficking. T hank goodness
for organizations like the Dallas
W om en's F o undation draw ing at
ten tio n to th at unseem ly side o f
Super Sunday. W hile we prepare
to root, som eone's lost teenage
daughter will sell her body to an
anonym ous Super Bowl fan and
then move on to the next guy.
H ow god-aw ful is that?
Alongside this is the event's
parading o f fame, power and ce
lebrity. Sure, public service activi
ties su rro u n d in g the Super Bowl.
But they're a sidebar. By Sunday's
game, we m ay be m arching stat
ues o f football gods o n to the al
tars at Cowboys Stadium .
O f course. I'll be w atching,
w ondering how to respond. M ay
there be plenty o f nachos to go
around.

United States faces ‘balancing act’ with Egyptian crisis
Doyle McManus is a columnist fo r
The Los Angeles Times.
A little more than two m onths ago,
when Hosni M ubarak’s governm ent
rigged Egypt’s most recent parlia
mentary elections, the Obam a ad
m inistration issued a notably mild
statem ent expressing “dismay.”
That reaction wasn’t nearly strong
enough for M oham ed ElBaradei,
Egypt’s leading opposition figure
and the man who may lead the
country’s next government. “1 was
dismayed,” he wrote, “that all (the
adm inistration) could say is that it
was dismayed.”
But the United States has at
tem pted a difficult balancing act
for decades where Egypt is con
cerned. And though it’s easy to crit
icize President O bam a for not con
dem ning undem ocratic elections or
rushing to embrace the dem onstra
tors in Tahrir Square, his hesitation
in both instances was understand
able, even if it wasn’t admirable.
In Egypt and elsewhere, the
United States has tried to prom ote
democracy and preserve stability at
the same tim e, but when the two
goals conflict — as they often do,
at least in the short run — Wash
ington has usually opted for stabil
ity first.
Even now, with Egypt in tu 

m ult, the Obam a adm inistration is
trying to preserve whatever stabil
ity it can. The premier U.S. ally in
the Middle East, Israel, is frantic at
the prospect of an Egypt ruled by
populists or Islamists who might
turn hostile after three decades of
peace. There is also the question
o f what message U.S. support for
the dem onstrators would send to
its other allies in the region, most
o f which aren’t shining examples of
democracy. Kings in Saudi Arabia
and Jordan, military strongmen in
Yemen and Algeria want to know
whether they are next, and whether
their alliances with W ashington
will mean anything in the crunch.
“This is going to be very tricky,”
said Scott Carpenter, who worked on
democracy promotion in the George
W. Bush administration. “It’s going
to be important to communicate
what we did and why, so other re
gimes can understand our thought
process. Some of them are already
saying that Obama stuck a knife in
Mubarak's back; that the United
States doesn’t know how to protect
its friends. If it’s not framed properly,
this episode could send a message
that the United States is weak.”
Given all those conflicting in
terests, the wonder isn’t that it took
Obama so long to put himself on the
side of the demonstrators hut that he

was able to pivot as fast as he did.
A little more than a week ago,
the O bam a adm inistration was still
praising M ubarak’s rule as stable.
By the end o f last week, it was ask
ing for “reform”; by Sunday, “an or
derly transition”; and by Tuesday, a
transition that “must begin now.”
W hat happened?
Ihree things. First, Egypt’s
demonstrators stood their ground
against Mubarak's security police
and embraced soldiers in the streets,
which revealed that the regime no
longer had the option o f ending
the protests with force. Second,
Egypt’s military com m and — the
real source o f power in Cairo — re
acted to that by pressing Mubarak
to appoint a vice president, a move
he had refused for 30 years because
it acknowledged the need for a suc
cessor. And third, after a few days
of hesitation, the adm inistration
realized — in the words o f a for
mer official consulted by the W hite
House — that “we cannot keep our
finger in the dike. ... There was an
opportunity here, and we might be
missing it.”
In fact, the adm inistration is still
pursuing stability in Egypt rather
than democracy at any cost. It has
allied itself directly with the Egyp
tian military, not with E.IBar.adei or
anyone else in the opposition. It’s

still aiming for an essentially con
servative goal, an “orderly transi
tion” to democracy overseen by the
armed forces, which want to keep
their privileges — and have no ap
petite for war with Israel, U.S. of
ficials believe.
“We would hope to see it come
out o f this process a stronger, dem 
ocratic (country), continuing to be
a secular nation ... trying to bring
peace to the region,” O bam a’s new
chief o f staff, William M. Daley,
told reporters Wednesday.
But the United States can’t en
sure that Egypt’s revolution will
turn out that way. There aren’t
many examples o f peaceful tran
sitions to democracy when U.S.backed autocrats arc overthrown
— and most o f them arc in Asia,
where it took decades o f evolution
for the Philippines, South Korea
and Taiwan to become democratic.
Egypt’s next government, unlike
its armed forces, is unlikely to feel
any real debt to the Obama adminis
tration. It’s likely to be more populist,
which means both anti-Israel and at
least mildly pro-Islamic. As the .idministration has already conceded, it
may well include the Muslim Broth
erhood, Egypt’s main Islamist op
position group, which makes Israel
understandably nervous.
If things go well, the Obam a ad

ministration isn’t likely to get much
credit. But if things go poorly, the
question will inevitably be raised:
W ho lost Egypt?
The O bam a adm inistration’s an
swer will be Hosni Mubarak. An
82-ycar-old dictator should have
done more succession planning
than setting up his unpopular in
vestment-banker son to inherit the
scat.
Could the United States have
prevented M ubarak’s fall? O nly if
it had persuaded him to launch re
forms years ago — and every presi
dent since Ronald Reagan (whose
ambassador in Cairo pushed for
naming a vice president) failqd at
that pursuit.
Those who argue that Obam a
should have stood athwart the tide
o f Egyptian history and shouted
“stop” might consider how difficult
it has been for the United States to
shape the futures o f Lebanon, Iraq
or Afghanistan.
So it’s fitting that the Obam a
adm inistration is spending so
much time being modest about
its power to determine Egypt’s fu
ture. It may be a u.seful argument,
in that it shields the United States
from bearing full responsibility for
the outcom e. But as Henry A. Kiss
inger used to say, it has the added
advantage o f being true.
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ON-CAMPUS JOB
The Mustarrg Daily is hiring!
We're looking for
Business Managers & Advertising Account Executives.
Applicants must have good communication skills,
be self-motivated, a hard worker, a positive,
can-do attitude and exceptional time management
and organization skills.
If you think this is you, email Advertising Coordinator,
Stephanie Murawski at smurawsk@calpoly.edu
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Cherub Valentine
Gram Deliveries
Have the friendly AIGA
cherubs deliver a
valentine gram to your
special someone.

FREE
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To purchase, look
for us outside
Campus Market (MWF)
& UU Plaza (TR)
from 11am to 1pm.
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Last Down clue is 59

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Grumble
5 Floppy
9 Litter member
12 Rent, as a limo
13
-in the bucket
15 Roll tightly
16 Finished a cake
17 Swamp critter
18 “Bus Stop" author
19 Pyramid builder
21 Chamomile inlusion (2 wds.)
23 Melville opus
24 Be even
25 Upholstery fabric
28 Become sunny (2
wds.)
33 Jellybean shapes
34 Pork cut
35 Tart plum
36 “Wild Thing" rap
per, Tone —
37 Got along
38 — vous plait
39 Wapitis
41 Luau plinkers
42 I.e. words
44 Chaos
46 Visits often
47 Trip part
48 Russell and Olm
49 Stopgap (hyph.)
53 Chronide
57 High point
58 Exploding stars
60 Major-leaguers
61 "I Got You Babe"
duo member
62 Flash
63 Poker stake
64 Evil eye
65 Bonny miss
66 Close
DOW N
1' Dip companion
2 Like Bill Gates
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
14
15
20
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

General vicinity
Sleeping bag
Pool
Sun Valley site
A-Team mem
ber (2 wds.)
Piglet's friend
Football kick
Impulse
Court event
Make believe
Muscle cells
"Jake’s Thing"
wnter
Narrow inlet
Guided a raft
Convex mold
ings
Bundles
Kitchen tool
Tells an untruth
NFLer Merlin
Palm off
Soft matted
wools

34 Blue spot on a
map
37 Cheating a bit
40 Lead-tin alloy
42 Fleming and
Woosnam
43 Sweeper's
need
45 New Deal org.
46 Bank jobs
48 Kublai arxJ
Genghis
49 T h e W ell-Tem 
pered Clavier"
composer
50 Pang
51 Ariz. neighbor
52 Kewpie
54 Sarah — Jewett
55 Duty roster
56 River in Bel
gium
59 Travel word
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Mustangs
continuedfrom page 16
of free throws by Rogers, but would
never get closer.
Guard Jonae Ervin scored a teamhigh 17 points for the Mustangs.

Basketball
continuedfrom page 16
“(Lewis) is playing off of David,
they compliment each other — that’s
what a team is,” Callero said. “And
that’s what is fun about it.”
The victory inched the Mustangs
closer to conference leader Long Beach
State, but they still need the 49ers to
slip up if Cal Poly wants a shot at the
conference championship.
“(The win) shows that we’re one
o f the teams to beat,” Lewis said. “We
could drop down to eighth and it
doesn’t matter, we’re still getting ready
for the conference tournament.”
— Cal Poly 6 5 , U C D avis 5 6
Thursday, Feb. 3

After fighting the Cal Poly men’s bas
ketball team for control o f the game,
UC Davis did not get to enjoy its
biggest lead of the second half for
long. Cal Poly’s offense exploded in
the second half, led by senior guard
Shawn Lewis. The Mustangs quickly
erased the Aggies’ one-point lead af
ter an 18-8 run in the second half,
capped off by a high-flying, alley-oop
by Lewis with seven minutes remain
ing in the game.

Four others posted double figures.
Clancy finished with 15 points, guard
Desiray Johnston scored 15, center
Molly Schlemer scored 12 and center
Abby Bloetschcr added 10 points.
Against UC Davis, hot shooting
would prove to be too much for the
Mustangs in their 81-61 loss.

Ih e Aggies shot 70 percent
from the floor and 77 percent from
3-point range en route to a 43-26
halftime lead.
The Mustangs would not be able
to piece together the necessary bas
kets down the stretch, as they fell
for the first time in conference play.

From that point on, the Mustangs
never relinquished their lead, defeat
ing UC Davis 65-56 to put Cal Poly
(10-11, 5-4 Big West) back into sec
ond place in the Big West.
Lewis — who had his fourth con
secutive outing of 20 points or more
— led all scorers with 23 points. He
also added eight rebounds, two steals
and only committed one turnover.
Lewis, who was six of 10 in the
second half, said he was able to
capitalize on the UC Davis defense,
which wasn’t collapsing on him fast
enough.
“A lot of teams try to converge on
me,” Lewis said. “When the)' do. I’m
always looking for the man on the
wing spacing out. This game, they
didn’t take advantage of that, and 1
was able to score in the lane."
Cal Poly started the game with
defensive intensity, holding UC Da
vis to one field goal in the first eight
minutes of play. But UC Davis was
able to erase Cal Poly’s early lead
when the Mustangs went on their
own scoreless drought, scoring two
points in five and a half minutes.
Despite shooting 36 percent in
the first half, Cal Poly led 27-23 at
halftime and held UC Davis to just
25 percent from the floor.
The Aggies earned a 34-33 lead

in the early minutes of the second
half, connecting on each of their
first four shots. Cal Poly’s defense
responded, forcing UC Davis into
multiple turnovers which led to
quick points for the Mustangs.
Head coach Joe Callero said the
defense was key for the Mustangs
to pull away from UC Davis and
earn the win.
“O ur defensive pressure cre
ated a couple turnovers where
we got out in transition,” Callero
said. “There was a three to four
minute stretch there where we got
easy baskets. We just put a nice
run together, where we were able
to take a tight game and push it to
six or eight points and then push
it to 10.”
C'al Poly, which leads the con
ference in 3-point defense, was
able to win the battle beyond the
arc. UC Davis, which boasts a Big
West best 36.4 percent from be
yond the arc, only made two of 14
shots from 3-point land.
The Mustangs’ defense was also
able to force 19 turnovers and turn
them into 23 points.
Center Will Donahue led Cal
Poly with nine rebounds and add
ed 13 points, while guard Maliik
Love had 11 points.

Green Bày w ins fourth
Super Bowl cham pionship

MCCLATCHY-nUBUNE

The Green Bay Packers just proved they can win a championship without that
guy who wears No. 4. Almost three years after the Packers parted ways with
Brett Favre, his old backup Aaron Rodgers gave Green Bay its first taste of
championship success since the 1996 season. He helped the Packers get past
the Pittsburgh Steelers, 31-25, Sunday night in Super Bowl XLV. Rodgers was
named the game’s Most Valuable Player, after throwing for 304 yards and three
touchdowns. For the Steelers, quarterback Ben Roethlisberger threw for 263
yards with two touchdowns and two interceptions.
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Win tHie, lose one
Women’s basketball suffers first conference
loss to UCDavis, defeats Pacific

RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY

After Shawn Lewis scored 23 points against UC Davis Thursday, he came back
and scored 15 poina and grabbed 15 rebounds against Pacific Satutday night.

RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY

Redshirt frcshmsui guard Jonae Ervin scored a team-high 17 points against the Pacific Tigers Saturday afternoon.

Mustang Daily Staff Report
MUSTANGDAl LYSP O R T S ^ M A l L.COM

If the Tigers thought they would
catch the Mustangs in another funk
— like the one that handed them
their first conference loss against UC
Davis — they were sadly mistaken.
In the game after the Mustangs
tasted defeat for the first time in

more than a month, Cal Poly re
bounded to hand Pacific an 83-73
loss.
In the first half, Pacific came out
of the gates firing and took a 21-17
advantage off a Jordan Rogers jump
er with 9:23 left in the first half.
Rallying back, the Mustangs
tied it at 21-21 with 8:52 left on a
3-pointer by guard Rachel Clancy.

s

The Mustangs broke op>en a
three-point lead with 5:14 left in
the pieriod with a 15-6 run and
made it 51-39 at the half For the
Mustangs, it was their highest firsthalf point total of the season.
In the second half, the Tigers
cut the lead to six (69-63) on a pair
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two conference games
Jerome Goyhenetche,
J J . Jenkins
MUSTANG DAILYSPOBTS^MAI UCOM

— Cjd Ptoly 58, Pacific 3 9
Saturday, Feb. 6

see Mustanp, page 15
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Men’s basketball wins

n city of
‘ "“ SAIÌ Luis OBispo

The Cal Poly mens basketball team
resisted a flurry of early Pacific runs,
as the Mustangs overcame an early 7-0
deficit Saturday night to.win 58-39.
After a .slow first half, forward David
Hanson and guard Shawn Lewis went
off in the final 20 minutes for a com
bined 25 points, moving die team to
6-4 in the Big West and 11-11 overall.
It was a talc o f two halves for the
Mustangs, as they missed their last 10
shots of the first half, in addition to
missing two free throws. The .scoring
drought lasted for the last 6:23 o f the
half, which allowed the Tigers to crawl
to within two points at the break.
Hansons nine first-half points
led the Mustangs through a difficult
ofiening 20 minutes. The rest o f the
team combined for just 10, giving the
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team a slim 19-17 going into halftime.
“In that first five to 10 minute
period, it was kind o f like a boxing
match,” head coach Joe Callcro said.
“It looked like we needed to feel each
other out.”
A completely reenergized team
took the court in the second half, outscoring the Tigers 39-22. Hanson said
the time to reorganize during halftime
paid big dividends in the second half
It certainly showed.
Hanson hit a long-distance
3-pointcr early, sparking a fire the
Mustangs would sustain throughout
the second half
“We wanted to be the aggressors
coming out of the gate and not let them
strike first,” Hanson said. “Those first
three minutes were really important.”
The shot virtually put the game
out o f reach for the Tigers. They never
got closer than three points for the re
mainder o f the game.
Hanson stole most o f the spotlight
to this point, but in his shadow Shawn
Lewis racked up a career-high 15 re
bounds.
Overall, Lewis was quiet for the
most part, but he soon macic his
presence known. The senior dribbled
around a defender and leapt into the
air to slam one home.
The effort brought Mott Gym to
its feet with five minutes to go and put
the Mustangs up 15 points.
And Lewis was not done yet.
O n the next possession, Lewis lit
up the scoreboard vrith a 3-pointer
and slammed another dunk 45 sec
onds later to expand the Mustangs*
lead to 20 points.

see Basketbali page 15

